PCBs: Mainland China suppliers confident of meeting RoHS requirements
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More manufacturers are working to achieve product
and process readiness with the new RoHS directive,
starting with the basics: environmental compliance
from their raw-material suppliers.
Mainland China makers exported $23.3 billion worth of
electronic components last year, surpassing the $20
billion mark, according to the China Electronic
Components Association (CECA).
Europe is one of their major export destinations. When the
EU directive known as the Restriction on the use of
Hazardous Substances (or RoHS) comes into effect this
July, many of these electronic components manufacturers
will be ready to provide compliant products to the EU
market.
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Shenzhen Sun & Lynn offers a sixlayer lead-free PCB
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A survey by Global Sources in the second half of 2005
with manufacturers of batteries, connectors, LEDs,
passive components and PCBs in the Greater China area
and South Korea reported compliance rates of 91 percent,
93 percent, 89 percent, 98 percent and 95 percent,
respectively, as of March this year. The remaining
manufacturers expect to achieve compliance by the second half of this year.

BetterPower Battery Co. Ltd claims that all of its battery products are RoHS-compliant. "We
are an environment-friendly company. We have been preparing for RoHS since September
2005, and all our batteries conform to the directive," says David Long, general manager.
The company is also SGS-certified and targets to obtain an ISO 14001 certification by yearend.
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One trend among suppliers is providing only RoHS-compliant products to customers who
request it.
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Shenzhen Sun & Lynn Circuit Co., a PCB maker, obtained its RoHS certification from SGS
in Shenzhen in March 2005. "At least 60 percent of our products are currently RoHScompliant. Due to cost considerations, some of our clients from North America and Asia do
not require RoHS-compliant products," says Bill Mo, sales manager. The company is also
certified to SONY SS-00259 standards.
According to a report by The Electronics Source Book, some companies claim they are
compliant, but cannot support this claim because they do not have the documentation.
Some electronic component suppliers that have long been compliant may not have seen
the need to issue documents guaranteeing their products' conformity. The report says that,
in some cases, the product has always been compliant but not certified, or that the part
number has not been changed to indicate that it is now compliant.
For instance, Trantek Electronics Co. Ltd, a supplier of connectors and electrical switches,
has been compliant since April 2005, but has yet to acquire a certificate. General Manager
Bell Yu says, "We conformed to the RoHS directive early on, but we have not yet applied
for authentication. We are sure to get it immediately if any customer requires a certificate."
Another component supplier, Jiangkou Electric Appliance Mfg Co., began its preparations
for RoHS as early as 2002, since its Japanese customers require compliant products. "Not
all of our customers require RoHS-complaint products because it is more costly," says
Sales Manager Steve Lau. "More than 50 percent of our products conform to the standard.
Eventually, I think compliant products will gain a larger market share, as the global trend for
environment-friendly products grows," Lau adds.
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Note: All price quotes in this report are in US dollars unless otherwise specified. FOB prices were
provided by the companies interviewed only as reference prices at the time of interview and may have
changed.
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Benefit from in-depth product and supplier information in any Asian Sources trade
magazine
Request a sample copy.
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